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Master Spanish Through Reading. Fast, Fun, and Effective Method for Massively Improving Your

Spanish Vocabulary and Comprehension. Do you want to move up from the elementary to the

intermediate level? One of the most effective ways to learn new vocabulary and grammar is by

reading. When learning a new language, it's difficult to find real reading material of the right level.

Essentially, it needs to be easy enough so you can get started but challenging enough to ensure

that you keep learning new and useful vocabulary at a manageable pace. Also, the only way to

really progress with a language is to immerse yourself in it. This audiobook is 100 percent in

Spanish, but is written in a way that is accessible from the start. By the end, you'll not only be a lot

more confident with your language skills, but you'll literally be thinking in Spanish. The benefits of

using this book include: Twelve engaging articles written in a simple style to help you learn naturally.

Over 290 new words and phrases introduced in context. See how the language is used in real life.

All articles are written by a native Spanish speaker. Every new word is explained in simple Spanish.

By learning Spanish in Spanish, you will learn a lot quicker. You will effectively begin to think in

Spanish, and this is a huge step toward your goal of fluency. Hundreds of example sentences, so

you can learn how to actually use the vocabulary. Comprehension questions. Make sure that you

fully own what you have learned by testing yourself at the end of each article. If you are out of the

beginner stage and trying to move from elementary to intermediate, then this book is perfect for you.

Each article is short enough to be manageable but challenging enough that you will actually feel

your Spanish improve as you progress through the book. Please note: This audiobook is in Spanish.
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David Michaels has published his third innovative book directed at learning for those of us who are

out of `formal school' (read one of his books and it becomes obvious that David thinks the world is

an on-going classroom!) His previous books are MAKE MONEY TEACHING: THE NINE

ESSENTIAL STEPS and THE MOTIVATION HABIT: THE FIVE STEPS TO LASTING ENERGY

AND FOCUS. Now David takes us on a new learning venture, unlike any this reviewer has seen in

other teaching materials. As the intro states, ` In his own experience he found that he learns quicker

if it doesn't feel like studying. His books provide the reader with material that is easily accessible but

has enough challenges that they learn at a steady pace. Instead of studying lots of out of context

grammar and vocabulary you will naturally improve in these areas through reading engaging articles

and stories.' Translated, that means that this is a book that is entirely in Spanish and designed to

make you work form the first words - read a statement (significant words underlined), follow with an

example posing a new word, use the new word to gain the answer and move on to the nest

statement in that Part's discussion of a topic.The book has twelve such articles that gradually

introduce new words to your growing Spanish vocabulary so that by the end of the book you are

able to read fairly sophisticated articles comfortably. Or as David phrases it, there are over 290 new

words and phrases introduced in context that allow you to see how the language is used in real life.

Every new word is explained in simple Spanish. By learning Spanish in Spanish you will learn a lot

quicker. You will effectively begin to think in Spanish, and this is a huge step towards your goal of

fluency.
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